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ABSTRACT: Mg/fluorocarbon core/shell nanoenergetic ar-
rays are prepared onto silicon substrate, with Mg nanorods as
the core and fluorocarbon as the shell. Mg nanorods are
deposited by the glancing angle deposition technique, and the
fluorocarbon layer is then prepared as a shell to encase the Mg
nanorods by the magnetron sputtering deposition process.
Scanning electron microscopy and transmission electron
microscopy show the core/shell structure of the Mg/
fluorocarbon arrays. X-ray energy-dispersive spectroscopy, X-
ray diffraction, and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy are
used to characterize the structural composition of the Mg/
fluorocarbon. It is found that the as-prepared fluorocarbon layer consists of shorter molecular chains compared to that of bulk
polytetrafluoroethylene, which is proven beneficial to the low onset reaction temperature of Mg/fluorocarbon. Water contact
angle test demonstrates the superhydrophobicity of the Mg/fluorocarbon arrays, and a static contact angle as high as 162° is
achieved. Thermal analysis shows that the Mg/fluorocarbon material exhibits a very low onset reaction temperature of about 270
°C as well as an ultrahigh heat of reaction approaching 9 kJ/g. A preliminary combustion test reveals rapid combustion wave
propagation, and a convective mechanism is adopted to explain the combustion behaviors.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nanoenergetic materials (nEMs) have received steadily
growing interest because of the improved performance in
ignition, combustion, and energy release.1−4 They have broad
potential applications in both civilian and military fields,
including microignition and rapid initiation,5−7 gas gener-
ators,8,9 microactuation,10,11 burn rate modifiers,12,13 synthesis
and processing of materials,14,15 and biomedicine-related
applications.16,17 Ultrasonic mixing of nanoscale fuel and
oxidizer particles is widely employed as an efficient way to
prepare nanoenergetic composites. However, the passivation
shell around the nanometal behaves as a noticeable “dead
weight” (especially for particle diameters < 50 nm), which will
decrease the energy density as well as inhibit combustion
propagation.18,19 Moreover, the nonhomogeneous distribution
of fuel and oxidizer can cause scattering in the ignition and
combustion performance.2 Therefore, efforts are made to
obtain nanostructured energetic composites, in which the
distribution and contact conditions of fuel and oxidizer will be
greatly improved for better performance.4 Various methods
have been developed to prepare nanostructured energetic
composites, mainly including layered vapor deposition,20,21

sol−gel technique,22,23 arrested reactive milling,24,25 self-
assembly,26,27 porous silicon with oxidizers embedded,28,29

and nanowires/rods-based core/shell structure.30,31 Nano-
structured energetic composites have already shown many
promising prospects, e.g., self-assembled nanothermites exhibit
enhanced heat-release rate and higher combustion wave speed
than those of nanocomposites made by simply ultrasonic
mixing,32,33 and core/shell CuO/Al displays greatly improved
mixing uniformity and reduced activation energy compared to
those of nanoparticle-based thermite.34

Although much research has been carried out in the field of
nanostructured energetic composite, two main limitations still
exist. First, the formulations for nanoenergetic composites are
most ly based on thermi te reac t ions (e .g . , A l/
CuO,21,27,30,32,34−36 Mg/CuO,37 Al/Fe2O3,

33,38 and Al/
Co3O4

31) and intermetallic reactions (e.g., Al/Ni7,39). How-
ever, the theoretical heats of reaction are not very high for these
formulations (usually <5 kJ/g),40 and it is practically difficult to
reach the theoretical value. Some oxidizers are capable of high
heat of reaction with metals, but they are usually hygroscopic
(e.g., NaClO4·H2O). Second, the research is deficient in
probing the resistance of nanoenergetic composite to variable
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environmental conditions. Nanometric metals oxidize easily in
atmospheric air and can even react with cold water
spontaneously.37 Some widely used oxidizers are hydrophilic
(e.g., CuO) or even hygroscopic, which makes performance
maintenance a big issue. It was reported that after treating
MoO3 nanoparticles in 99% relative humidity atmosphere for 1
day, the Al/MoO3 nanocomposite exhibited a reduction in burn
velocity of over 99%.41 The humidity of air differs according to
locations and climates. Consequently, concerns arise in that
while the freshly prepared nanocomposites are capable of
superior properties, the performance can degrade significantly
after long-distance transportation and/or long-term storage.
We developed Mg/CuO nanoenergetic arrays which exhibit

improved long-term storage stability in dry air.37 In this work,
we prepare Mg/fluorocarbon nanoenergetic arrays with the Mg
nanorods as core and the fluorocarbon as shell as illustrated in
Figure 1. Mg nanorods are first deposited by the glancing angle

deposition technique, and then the fluorocarbon is deposited
around the Mg nanorods by magnetron sputtering of
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) target. Reaction between Mg
and PTFE enables high heat release according to eq 1, with an
ultrahigh theoretical heat of reaction (9.6 kJ/g) calculated from
the thermodynamic data.42 Besides heat release, PTFE-rich

mixtures are also expected to promote gas generation, which is
beneficial for many applications10,43,44 and distinguishes them
from most thermite and intermetallic reactions. Also, one
potential advantage lies in that, when used in atmospheric
conditions, the reaction product carbon can readily react with
oxygen in the air to contribute more energy release and gas
generation.

+ → + Δ = −n n n HMg (C F ) 2 MgF 2 C; 9.6 kJ/gn2 4 2
(1)

Moreover, PTFE is very stable in normal environmental
conditions, resistant to acid and alkali, and hydrophobic,
making it an excellent candidate to ensure long-term storage
stability when used as the shell of nanometric metals. On the
basis of the Wenzel model and/or Cassie−Baxter model, it has
also been demonstrated that when hydrophobic material is
deposited onto nanotextures, a superhydrophobic surface will
form.45−47 Therefore, highly exothermic and superhydrophobic
nanoenergetic arrays are conceived, which will promisingly
resist the variable environmental conditions and, accordingly,
preserve the high performance for an extended period.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
One-hHalf of a 4-in. silicon wafer is cleaned in acetone with ultrasonic
vibration. It is then rinsed by deionized water and blown dry in air. Mg
nanorods are prepared in a similar way as indicated in the previous
paper.37 Briefly speaking, Mg nanorods are deposited onto the silicon
substrate by glancing angle thermal evaporation. The incident angle of
Mg vapor flux with respect to the substrate surface normal is fixed at
84°, and the average distance between the substrate and the
evaporation source is 8 cm. The thickness of Mg nanorods prepared
in this work is consistently set to be nominal 1 μm as calibrated on a
horizontally positioned silicon substrate. Fluorocarbon is then
deposited around the as-prepared Mg nanorods by RF magnetron
sputtering process. The equipment is JunSun MGM-600 sputtering
system, and the PTFE target is 2 in. in diameter and 0.125 in. in
thickness. The base vacuum and working pressure are 1.6 × 10−6 and
1.1× 10−3 Torr, respectively. Argon gas is used as the working
atmosphere, with a flow rate of 50 sccm. The sputtering power is 140−
145 W.

The as-prepared Mg nanorods and Mg/fluorocarbon nanoenergetic
arrays are directly observed with a field emission scanning electron

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of Mg/fluorocarbon core−shell nano-
energetic arrays with both superhydrophobic feature and highly
exothermic property.

Figure 2. SEM images of (a−c) Mg nanorods and (d−f) Mg/fluorocarbon nanoenergetic arrays. (a, d) Top-view images of Mg nanorods and Mg/
fluorocarbon. (b, e) Cross-sectional images from the direction parallel to the Mg vapor flux. (c, f) Cross-sectional images from the direction vertical
to the Mg vapor flux.
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microscope (FESEM, Hitachi S4800). A transmission electron
microscope (TEM, FEI Tecnai G2 20) is employed to check the
core/shell structure of the Mg/fluorocarbon. X-ray diffraction (XRD,
RigakuSmartLab), X-ray energy-dispersive spectrometry (EDS, Oxford
Instruments, INCAx-sight EDS Detectors with INCA Energy TEM
Software), and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, Bruker
Tensor 27) are used to identify the structural composition of the Mg/
fluorocarbon. XRD is also used to analyze the composition of the
reaction product after thermal analysis. Mg/fluorocarbon is scraped
from the silicon substrate for FTIR characterization. The FTIR
spectrum is collected by cumulating 16 scans at a resolution of 4 cm−1,
and the absorption spectrum of bulk PTFE target is also obtained for
comparison.
The deposition rate of fluorocarbon on the Mg nanorods is different

from that on a horizontally positioned substrate, and it is difficult to
determine the rate accurately. Therefore, in this work, nominal
thickness is used to describe the theoretical thickness of fluorocarbon
based on the deposition rate on a horizontally positioned silicon
substrate. By depositing nominal 175, 300, and 420 nm fluorocarbon
around a constant batch of Mg nanorods, three kinds of Mg/
fluorocarbon nanoenergetic arrays are prepared. These three types of
samples are compared in terms of superhydrophobicity and heat-
release properties.
Mg/fluorocarbon nanoenergetic arrays on silicon are directly used

for static contact angle tests. The contact angle of a sessile drop is
measured by a Rame-́Hart model 500 Advanced Goniometer attached
to a CCD camera (30 fps) using DROP image software, and a
deionized water droplet with a volume of 5 μL is used. Mg/
fluorocarbon is scraped from the substrate for thermal analysis.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC, TA Instruments Q20) and
differential thermal/thermogravimetric analysis (DTA-TG, TA Instru-
ments Q600) are performed to analyze the heat-release properties of
the materials. DSC tests are conducted for three kinds of samples
(sample masses are 2.5−3.5 mg). DTA-TG tests are made for bulk
PTFE material (cut from target with a sample mass of 19.6 mg) and
Mg/fluorocarbon with a nominal fluorocarbon thickness of 420 nm
(sample mass is 3.7 mg). DSC analyses are conducted from 40 to 680
°C with a heating rate of 5 °C/min under 75 mL/min Ar flow. DTA-
TG tests are run from 40 to 800 °C with a heating rate of 10 °C/min
under 100 mL/min Ar flow. To obtain a stable Ar atmosphere, Ar flow
is started 40 min before increasing the temperature in both DTA-TG
and DSC tests. Universal analysis 2000 software is used to process the
thermal analysis data. A preliminary combustion test is also performed,
and details are given in section 3.5.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. SEM, TEM, and EDS Characterization. Figure 2
shows SEM images of Mg nanorods and Mg/fluorocarbon
nanoenergetic arrays. Figure 2a and 2d shows the top-view
images of Mg nanorods and Mg/fluorocarbon, respectively.
Figure 2b and 2e shows the cross-sectional views of Mg
nanorods and Mg/fluorocarbon, respectively, from the
direction parallel to the Mg vapor flux. Figure 2c and 2f is
the cross-sectional images from the direction normal to the Mg
vapor flux. Growth of Mg nanorods is dominated by atomic
shadowing and adatom diffusion mechanisms.48 As can be seen
from Figure 2a−c, Mg nanorods obtained are similar to those
reported before.49 Mg nanorods with an average diameter of
about 150−200 nm have been prepared, and the nanorods
exhibit a nearly equal diameter from the base to the top. After
deposition of nominal 500 nm thick fluorocarbon, the as-
prepared Mg/fluorocarbon shows increased diameter and
length as can be seen in Figure 2d−f. The diameter of Mg/
fluorocarbon decreases gradually from the top to the base.
However, due to the high kinetic energies of the ejected
particles by sputtering, fluorocarbon can still coat the base of
the Mg nanorods. The topography of the fluorocarbon is a
continuous layer rather than the aligned columns obtained for
CuO shell,37 which is believed to further increase the resistance
of the metal core to oxidation.
Figure 3 shows a typical TEM image of the Mg/fluorocarbon

core/shell structure (Figure 3a) as well as the EDS line-scan
analysis result (Figure 3b). The Mg/fluorocarbon for testing is
prepared by depositing nominal 175 nm fluorocarbon on Mg
nanorods. As can be seen from Figure 3a, the fluorocarbon
appears as a continuous layer, which corresponds to the SEM
observation. The thickness of the fluorocarbon on the top of
the Mg nanorod is about 200 nm; however, the fluorocarbon
on the side wall of the Mg nanorod is much thinner, which is
why the “nominal thickness” is used to describe the dimension
of the fluorocarbon. The inset in Figure 3a shows the hexagonal
compact structure of the single-crystal Mg nanorod.37,49 EDS
line-scan analysis is carried out to identify further the elemental
composition and distribution of the Mg/fluorocarbon. The
location of the scanning line is shown in the inset of Figure 3b,
and it is also marked in Figure 3a with a dashed line for clarity
(scanning is along the arrow direction). C, F, and Mg elements
are identified, corresponding to the fluorocarbon layer and Mg

Figure 3. (a) TEM image of the Mg/fluorocarbon core/shell structure (inset shows the selected area electron diffraction image). (b) EDS line-scan
analysis result (inset shows the location of the scanning line).
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nanorod. No O is detected, indicating that Mg nanorods are
protected by the fluorocarbon shell effectively. It should be
mentioned that Mg nanorods oxidize readily to form a trace of
MgO when taken out of the vacuum chamber.37 However, the
following deposition of fluorocarbon protects the Mg nanorods
from continuously oxidizing. As the amount of nascent MgO is
very few, O cannot be detected. The amounts of C and F in the
periphery are higher than that of Mg because of the coating
effect (the right-hand edge of the curves in Figure 3b);
however, as the fluorocarbon layer is very thin at some location,
an almost simultaneous rise of F and Mg signals is also found
(left-hand edge of the curves in Figure 3b). The background
signal of C is not zero, which is due to the carbon-coated
copper grid.
3.2. XRD and FTIR Characterizations. Figure 4 shows the

XRD (Figure 4a) and FTIR (Figure 4b) characterization results
of the Mg/fluorocarbon, and the FTIR pattern of bulk PTFE is
also presented as reference. Mg/fluorocarbon with a
fluorocarbon nominal thickness of 300 nm is prepared for
test. Only the characteristic peaks of metallic Mg appear in
Figure 4a, indicating that no obvious prereaction happens
during the deposition of fluorocarbon, and the fluorocarbon
shell is amorphous. It is also found that although each Mg
nanorod is single crystal, the growth directions of the massive
Mg nanorods are not identical, leading to multiple diffraction
peaks in the XRD pattern, and a similar result has been
reported before.49 Results from EDS can only prove the
existence of C and F elements in the samples; therefore, FTIR
is employed as an effective tool to analyze further the
composition of the Mg/fluorocarbon. As Mg has no infrared
activity, the FTIR spectrum of Mg/fluorocarbon actually
reflects the composition of the fluorocarbon shell. The FTIR
spectrum of bulk PTFE target shows the characteristic
absorption bands of the CF2 groups at wavenumbers of 638,
1144, and 1202 cm−1, which can be attributed to the rocking
vibration, asymmetric stretching vibration, and symmetric
stretching vibration of the CF2 groups, respectively.50,51 As

for the Mg/fluorocarbon sample, these three vibration modes
still exist but with wavenumbers blue shifted slightly. Another
peculiarity for Mg/fluorocarbon is the appearance of absorption
bands at wavenumbers of 733 and 980 cm−1, which can be
ascribed to the vibration of CF3.

50,52 CF3 groups only exist at
the end of the molecular chain, so the appearance of CF3
vibration demonstrates the shorter length of molecular chains
for fluorocarbon. Shorter molecular chains can make the
thermal property of fluorocarbon differ from that of the bulk
PTFE, and the following thermal analyses verify it.

3.3. Water Drop Contact Angle Test.Water drop contact
angle (WDCA) test results are shown in Figure 5. When a drop
of deionized water (25 °C) is placed directly onto the Mg
nanorods, it spreads gradually. During the extending process,
the water drop reacts with the highly reactive Mg nanorods,
with many bubbles generated as shown in the inset of Figure 5a
(the picture is taken from another optical microscope). The
WDCA test result of Mg nanorods surface after 2 min of
spreading is shown in Figure 5a. The static contact angles for
500 nm thick fluorocarbon film is 113° (fluorocarbon is
deposited directly onto the flat silicon substrate), which is
similar to that reported before (about 105°).52 Remarkably,
when the fluorocarbon is deposited around Mg nanorods, the
contact angle of the as-prepared nanoenergetic arrays increases
profoundly to over 150°, which proves our design concept of
superhydrophobicity. Contact angle reaches 153° for Mg/
fluorocarbon with a nominal fluorocarbon thickness of 420 nm,
and the value increases further to 162° when the nominal
thickness of fluorocarbon decreases to 300 or 175 nm. The
water drop can even roll down automatically when the nominal
thickness of fluorocarbon is 175 nm (videos of WDCA tests for
three kinds of Mg/fluorocarbon can be seen in the Supporting
Information), and the reason for this phenomenon lies in the
contact angle hysteresis. The contact angle hysteresis is
measured to be as small as 0.7° when the nominal thickness
of fluorocarbon is 175 nm, and smaller contact angle hysteresis
leads to less drag force and easier drop moving.53 Two models

Figure 4. (a) XRD pattern of the Mg/fluorocarbon. (b) FTIR spectra of the bulk PTFE and Mg/fluorocarbon.

Figure 5.WDCA tests for different surfaces: (a) Mg nanorods after 2 min of spreading (inset shows the reaction between the Mg nanorods and cold
water drop); (b) 500 nm-thick fluorocarbon film; (c−e) Mg/fluorocarbon nanoenergetic arrays with different nominal fluorocarbon thicknesses of
(c) 420, (d) 300, and (e) 175 nm.
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are usually employed to correlate surface roughness with the
apparent contact angle, namely, the Wenzel and Cassie−Baxter
models. It was stated that increasing the aspect ratio of the
surface texture favored the occurrence of Cassie−Baxter
wetting condition, which led to easy roll off of water droplets.47

On the basis of the nanorod structure and small contact angle
hysteresis obtained in this work, Cassie−Baxter mode can be
used to explain the experimental results. In general, the
prepared Mg/fluorocarbon nanoenergetic arrays manifest
excellent superhydrophobic property, which is expected to
enhance the resistance of nanoenergetic material to the
complex and variable environmental conditions, and the Mg/
fluorocarbon can even be considered as an underwater energy
source.
3.4. Thermal Analysis. Thermal analysis results are shown

in Figure 6. Figure 6a and 6b shows the DTA-TG curves of the
bulk PTFE and Mg/fluorocarbon nanoenergetic arrays with a
nominal fluorocarbon thickness of 420 nm, respectively. Figure
6c displays the DSC curves of three kinds of Mg/fluorocarbon
nanoenergetic arrays with different nominal fluorocarbon
thickness of 175 (sample 1), 300 (sample 2), and 420 nm
(sample 3).
As can be seen from Figure 6a, there are two endothermic

peaks in the DTA curve for the bulk PTFE material. The first
one starts at about 314 °C, corresponding to the melting
process of PTFE; the second one begins at 525 °C, which
coincides with the rapid mass loss in the TG curve, indicating
the decomposition process of PTFE. Eventually, PTFE
decomposes to gas products totally. Unlike that of bulk
PTFE material, fluorocarbon film begins to decompose
gradually from about 200 °C as indicated by the weight loss
curve in Figure 6b. FTIR characterization reveals the shorter
molecular chains of the prepared fluorocarbon layer compared
to that of bulk PTFE, which means that the number of C−C
bonds is reduced in fluorocarbon and, consequently, less energy
is required to break these bonds to generate the gaseous
reactant CF2. Therefore, the decomposition temperature of
fluorocarbon is much lower than that of bulk PTFE. The
theoretical values are listed in Table 1. They are calculated from
the data of standard heats of formation.42 The DTA curve of
the Mg/fluorocarbon in Figure 6b shows a broad exothermic
peak, and 40% of the original mass is lost after the reaction,
indicating that much gas can be generated if the amount of
fluorocarbon is excessive. It is conceivable that heat release and
gas generation can be adjusted by changing the mass ratio of
Mg to fluorocarbon. More detailed information on heat-release
properties can be obtained from Figure 6c, and the results are
summarized in Table 1.
Generally, these three samples all exhibit a similar low onset

reaction temperature of about 270 °C as well as two separated
exotherms, while the first main exotherm is composed of
several superimposed exothermic peaks. Probably because of
the unavailability of commercial Mg nanoparticles, we cannot
find a relevant report of a thermal analysis of Mg/PTFE
nanocomposite. However, the heat flow patterns obtained here
are quite different from those of n-Al/n-PTFE reactive
composites, in which a small preignition reaction was found
in the temperature range of about 400−500 °C followed by a
stronger exothermic peak located at 500−600 °C.54,55 Due to
the reduced decomposition temperature of the fluorocarbon
compared to that of bulk PTFE, the onset reaction temperature
is significantly decreased for the prepared Mg/fluorocarbon.
Samples 1 and 2 show similar heat flow patterns with the first

main exotherm composed of three superimposed peaks;
however, it is not the case for sample 3. Integration of the
heat flow curve gives the heat of reaction, and again, samples 1
and 2 exhibit comparable values of total heat release, which are
higher than that of sample 3. On the other hand, three kinds of
samples show similar heats of reaction for the second small
exothermic peak. It is speculated that the ideal stoichiometric
ratio for Mg/fluorocarbon lies between those of samples 1 and
2, while the mass of fluorocarbon is evidently excessive for
sample 3. Although a detailed analysis of the reaction process is
not available at present, the highly exothermic property of our

Figure 6. Thermal analysis results. (a) DTA-TG plot for bulk PTEF.
(b) DTA-TG plot for Mg/fluorocarbon (nominal fluorocarbon
thickness is 420 nm). (c) DSC plots for three kinds of Mg/
fluorocarbon materials.
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new Mg/fluorocarbon material is proven undoubtedly, and the
heat of reaction of about 9 kJ/g is much higher than those
reported previously based on metal/metal oxide materi-
als.21,30,31,35,40 Figure 7 shows the XRD pattern of the reaction

products of sample 2 after DSC test. MgF2 peaks are obvious,
but another theoretical product carbon does not appear, which
is probably due to the amorphous structure of the product
carbon. Slight MgO peaks are also detected, which can result
from oxidation of Mg nanorods by the trace oxygen in the
sample cell.
3.5. Preliminary Combustion Test. Thermal analysis can

be used to characterize the potential energetic capability of
energetic materials, while combustion performance is indicative
of the reactive power which is also very important for practical
applications. Mg/fluorocarbon with a nominal fluorocarbon
thickness of around 300 nm is prepared for the combustion
test. The Mg/fluorocarbon nanocomposite (sample mass 3.3
mg) is scraped from the silicon substrate and then loaded into
an open-ended glass capillary tube. The diameter of the tube is
1.1 mm, and the length is 10 cm, but the loading area is only
the rightmost 1.8 cm of the capillary tube. The sample is ignited
from one end of the capillary tube by an electric spark igniter
which is commercially available, and then the combustion flame
self-propagates throughout the tube. The combustion prop-
agation process is recorded by a high-speed camera (Photron
FASTCAM-APX RS2), which is remotely controlled by a
laptop. The sampling rate is 100 000 frames per second with a

frame size of about 256 × 32 pixels. The aperture value is
adjusted to 2.8 to reduce the light into the high-speed camera,
so that the reaction front edges are discernible for speed
measurement. The set of experimental apparatus is shown
schematically in Figure 8.

Figure 9 shows the flame propagation in a capillary tube, and
the time interval between the successive two frames is 10 μs. A

video has been made by compiling the sequential photos to
present the combustion process intuitively, and it can be
obtained in the Supporting Information. Many factors affect the
combustion velocities of nanoenergetic composites in a tube,
such as the tube diameter, the loading density of nano-
composites, and the stoichiometric ratio of fuel to oxidizer. The
loading density is often described as the percentage of

Table 1. Measured Heats of Reaction for Different Mg/
Fluorocarbon Compositions and Calculated Theoretical
Heat-Release Values for Mg/PTFE

heat release of the
first exotherm

(kJ/g)

heat release of the
second exotherm

(kJ/g)

total heat of
reaction
(kJ/g)

Mg/fluorocarbon

sample 1 (fluorocarbon
nominal thickness
175 nm)

8.650 0.335 8.985

sample 2 (fluorocarbon
nominal thickness
300 nm)

8.416 0.282 8.698

sample 3 (fluorocarbon
nominal thickness
420 nm)

6.347 0.320 6.667

theoretical heat release (under ideal stoichiometry ratio)

Mg/PTFE 9.6

Figure 7. XRD pattern of the reaction products after thermal analysis.
Reaction products are reclaimed from sample 2 after DSC test
(scanned to 680 °C).

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the set of experimental apparatus for
recording combustion flame propagation.

Figure 9. Combustion front propagation of the Mg/fluorocarbon
nancomposites.
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theoretical maximum density (% TMD), and the TMD is
calculated as the weighted average value of respective
components. For the Mg/fluorocarbon nanocomposites
prepared in this work, bulk densities of Mg (1.738 g/cm−3)
and PTFE (2.2 g/cm−3) are approximately assigned for Mg
nanorods and fluorocarbon, respectively, and MgO is not
considered in the composition. Exact stoichiometry between
the Mg and the fluorocarbon is unknown; however, two
extreme conditions can be considered, namely, 100% Mg and
100% fluorocarbon. Consequently, the TMD of Mg/
fluorocarbon can be estimated as among 1.738−2.2 g/cm−3.
The actual loading density is calculated as the loading mass (3.3
mg) divided by the loading volume (17.1 mm−3), which turns
out to be 0.193 g/cm−3. On the basis of the conditions
discussed above, the loading density can be expressed as within
8.8−11.1% TMD. A convective propagation mechanism was
proposed to be dominant for nanocomposites with loading
densities in this range, and combustion velocities on the order
of hundreds of meters per second were typically re-
ported.19,56−58 A melt dispersion mechanism has also been
proposed for an explanation of fast reaction rates and high
flame front velocities of nanothermites, in which it was
proposed that the atomic scale liquid metal clusters dispersed
into the oxidizer with a high speed. However, the mechanism
was said to be suitable for nanocomposites with spherical metal
nanoparticles as component,59,60 which is not the case in this
study as Mg possesses nanorod-like morphology.
The loading area is labeled in Figure 9a, which lies in the

rightmost space of the capillary tube. Mg/fluorocarbon reacts
violently after ignition, with a combustion front propagating
across the tube very fast. The capillary tube is totally shattered
after the combustion process, indicating that much gas has been
generated promptly. The reaction zone is highly luminous, and
it is difficult to identify the combustion front edges accurately
in the initial loading areas. However, the average combustion
wave velocity through the loading area can be roughly
estimated to be around 450−600 m/s from the combustion
frames (assuming 3 or 4 frames for the flame propagating
through), which demonstrates the good combustion perform-
ance of the Mg/fluorocarbon. The magnitude of velocity is
consistent with the results published before.19,56−58 It is also
found that the combustion wave continuously propagates along
the tube where there is no nanocomposites originally, and this
observation supports the convective propagation mechanism, in
which the convective gases resulted from the exothermic
reaction propel the reaction media forward in an extremely fast
speed. The combustion wave is relatively stable, and the wave
fronts are clear in this region, which are indicated by dashed
lines in the photos. The distance between the adjacent dashed
lines is measured according to the reference length scale
(rectangular white paper array is prepositioned as the length
reference), and then the combustion front velocity can be
calculated readily. A combustion wave velocity as high as about
1500 m/s is determined in this area. The higher combustion
wave speed in this region can be attributed to the much lower
“loading density” compared with that of the initial loading area,
which means that the convective gases can move forward with
much less resistance. It is also possible that the 1.8 cm loading
length is too short to achieve stable combustion wave
propagation; in other words, the combustion velocity may
continue to increase if the loading area is longer.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Mg/fluorocarbon nanoenergetic arrays are prepared and
investigated in terms of energetic properties and wettability in
this study. The shorter molecular chain of the prepared
fluorocarbon compared with that of bulk PTFE is beneficial to
decomposition of fluorocarbon to gaseous species, which
further promotes the low onset reaction temperature of Mg/
fluorocarbon. The prepared Mg/fluorocarbon nanoenergetic
arrays exhibit fascinating superhydrophobic property, which is
believed to enhance the resistance to the changeable environ-
mental conditions so as to improve the long-term storage
stability. The superhydrophobic Mg/fluorocarbon can even be
envisioned as an underwater energy source. Thermal analysis
results demonstrate the excellent energetic capability of the
Mg/fluorocarbon. The high heat release and available gas
generation indicate very promising application potentials such
as microactuation/micropropulsion. An initial combustion test
has already shown the rapid combustion wave velocity, which is
indicative of the high reactive power. We expect that the new
Mg/fluorocarbon nanoenergetic arrays introduced in this work
will contribute to the research of nanostructured energetic
composite, and the design concept adopted here can be further
extended by the engineering community to advance develop-
ment of this field.
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